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We’ve gotten through New Blood Rising and now it’s time to get ready for
another of WCW’s grand pay per views in Fall Brawl. Booker T. is still
World Champion and now gets to defend against Kevin Nash, who survived
the totally real triple threat last night. I’m not sure why but I have a
feeling this show is going to be bad. Let’s get to it.

We open with Russo and Tank Abbott in the ring with Vince in full on heel
mode, ranting about getting rid of someone a month ago. That piece of
censored has been gone ever since and now Russo is going to make another
example out of another piece of censored on live TV. Russo is here
tonight to fire Goldberg on live TV.

However, Brad Siegel won’t let him do that because the fans love him.
Well screw the fans and screw Goldberg. Hudson: “He doesn’t need the
practice.” Tank is here to beat Goldberg up once and for all and Russo
yells at some more fans. Apparently Goldberg doesn’t know the script or
the storyline because he doesn’t come out. Since no one comes out, Russo
tells production to go to a break. Good grief. I mean….good grief man.
This is how they open the show? That’s their best idea?

We come back with a camera on the announcers and Russo demanding that
they show the clip. That sends up to a video of Goldberg coming out to
fight Tank during the break. Wait or is this live? Goldberg easily gets
the better of it and threatens to break Tank’s arm as Russo freaks out
AGAIN and demands that we go to a second break inside of twelve minutes.

Apparently Russo has booked Nash vs. Steiner tonight because last night’s
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match didn’t count. Again I say: whatever. Oh and Booker vs. Jarrett
again.

Shane Douglas/Reno vs. Big Vito/Kidman

Before the match, Shane promises to hurt Kidman again. It’s a brawl to
start of course with all four fighting on the floor and Madden freaking
out over the chance of someone attacking the table. Vito easily fights
out of a double team because Reno and Shane aren’t the best fighters in
the world. Kidman finally stops chasing Torrie around and cross bodies
both of them down. As usual we have no tagging as Vito clotheslines Shane
out to the floor. Kidman gets crotched on top but Vito is able to drop a
top rope elbow for the pin on Reno.

Rating: D. Total mess here as is almost the case when WCW tries to put
together a match. The idea of having two feuds put together into one
match is usually a good idea but the Shane vs. Kidman feud is getting
tiresome and Reno vs. Vito isn’t really a feud yet. It might be nice if
we were told why they were fighting in the first place but I doubt WCW
knows yet.

Shane pulls out some handcuffs but gets tied to the turnbuckle for his
efforts. This brings out Jindrak, O’Haire and the Perfect Event to beat
down Kidman and Vito. Reno leaves with them.

The Filthy Animals want to keep up their relationship with the Cat and
offer him a personal assistant named Miss Jones. I think you get the
implication here.

David Flair is still covered in mud from last night. Major Gunns comes up
to ask if Miss Hancock is ok but David just walks away without saying
anything.

We look back at the mud match from last night as David is in the ring. He
rambles about what happened last night and how scared he is. Gunns is
freaking out in the back while the Misfits play cards. As David keeps
going on about being scared, Gunns comes out crying, saying it’s her
fault because she kicked Hancock in the stomach. David really should know
that already shouldn’t he? He yells at Gunns a lot until Hancock comes



out, apparently just fine after last night. Again, shouldn’t David know
that Hancock is here and fine? Hancock of course says she’s pregnant and
Davis is so thrilled that he struts.

Here’s Lance Storm for a match but first up he gets to address his home
country. Storm says it’s good to be home and wrestling in front of some
real wrestling fans. WCW has thrown people at him left and right but he
keeps making them tap out to the Maple Leaf. Cue the Cat to insult the
Canadian fans quite a bit. It seems that a lot of the people in WCW
really don’t like Canada. Cat rips on Storm for using the Canadian rule
book last night and grants Mike Awesome a rematch tonight with himself as
guest referee.

US Title: Mike Awesome vs. Lance Storm

Storm is defending and Cat is referee in the first rematch from last
night. Awesome charges to the ring and gets dropkicked down in the first
ten seconds for a very delayed two count. A splash gets two for Mike as
the fans are all over the USA. Mike drops a slingshot splash to the back
for two more as this is one of the most all over the places face/heel
dynamic I’ve ever seen. Storm dropkicks him down again but stops to argue
with Cat, allowing Awesome to grab a German suplex.

The Awesome bomb plants Storm but Jacques Rougeau comes in to attack Cat.
Mike goes to beat him up too but Carl Ouellet, as in Quebecer Pierre,
comes in to double team Awesome. The Cannonball (their old team finisher)
sets up the Maple Leaf. Cat gets back up but here’s Elix Skipper of all
people comes out and lays him out. Ouellet grabs Mike’s unconscious hand
to make him tap out with Rougeau calling for the bell.

Rating: D. So the people who are usually heels cheated to beat the
cheating faces who are acting as heels with the help of a bunch of guys
who may or may not be Canadian after cheating like crazy to face
reactions last night. All this happened during a mostly lame match which
featured a newly formed heel stable. You can add Storm to the list of
things completely overbooked in Russo’s world.

Post break Storm officially forms Team Canada and hands Ouellet the
Hardcore Title. Skipper gets the Cruiserweight Title, which is actually a



clever way to get the titles off Storm without jobbing him (again). Cat
runs in with a ball bat and says the new champions are defending their
titles tonight.

WCW World Title: Jeff Jarrett vs. Booker T.

Booker is defending in another rematch from last night despite there
being no real reason for Jarrett to get another title shot. No hype or
anything here of course, making it feel less important than a house show
main event. Booker starts fast with a clothesline but Jeff kicks him low
to break up a sleeper. Jeff’s high cross body is rolled through for two,
only to have him kick Booker right in the face.

We hit the chinlock on the champ for a bit before the clotheslines have
Jeff in trouble. Booker’s side kick doesn’t hurt the knee (not a factor
so far) so he picks up the guitar, only to hit the referee by mistake.
Here’s another referee so Booker can hit the ax kick but Jeff hits him in
the knee. The Stroke knocks Booker silly but here’s Goldberg to go after
Jeff for the DQ.

Rating: C-. Well done on making the champion look like a loser in a match
that didn’t mean anything because it didn’t need to be here on a nothing
show. This could have been anyone against Jeff, or at least could have
come later in the show after a few quick promos from both guys. Why do
that though when you can fly through it as fast as you can?

Goldberg says that’s one down and two to go, implying Russo and……who
actually?

Scott Steiner literally puts his finger in Pamela’s mouth and threatens
to destroy Goldberg tonight.

Hardcore Title: Carl Ouellet vs. Norman Smiley

Carl is defending and Norman wants nothing to do with hardcore anymore.
They quickly head outside with Ouellet doing as much stuff as you can do
in a hardcore match. Hudson actually tries to keep track of the hardcore
rules as Norman stops Carl from setting up a table. Tony one ups him by
bringing up Storm’s hardcore rules from last week.



A trashcan to the head puts Norman down again and the table is set up in
the corner. Norman’s comeback is quickly stopped as the announcers
actually suggest that Goldberg might come out during this match. That’s
so stupid I can’t even make fun of it. The table is pulled out of the
corner but Norman avoids the cannonball and falls on Carl for the pin and
the title.

Rating: F+. Well so much for the false hope of Norman having something
new. Instead we now get to see him as the reluctant champion because it’s
going to lead to comedy. Heaven forbid someone talented and over gets to
move on to something important because he can still get to do something
“funny” instead. At least Carl, who looked like he was in sweats sitting
around the house, didn’t keep the title that long.

Nash says there’s no second chance for Steiner until Scott Hall gets his
second chance.

Tag Team Titles: Filthy Animals vs. Dark Carnival

Muta and Vampiro are defending after winning the titles in an impromptu
match last night. Konnan challenges Kronik for no apparent reason so here
they are to do commentary. Great now we can almost guarantee a Harris
Brothers appearance. It’s Juvy and Rey challenging for the titles here.
The Twins jump Kronik during the champs’ entrance so we lose commentary.

Rey gets beaten down to start as the Animals take Kronik’s place,
allowing Konnan to ramble on about Mexican strategy. Muta kicks Rey into
the corner before it’s back to Vampiro so we can keep things dull. A Muta
cheap shot stops Rey’s comeback bid and it’s Disqo trying to fire him up.
They head outside with Rey staying in trouble until Vampiro kicks Muta by
mistake.

The hot tag brings in Juvy to clean house as everything breaks down. Juvy
gets misted and there’s the dragon screw legwhip to put him down. We’re
not done with the interference though as Sting comes out (Tony to Konnan:
“Was this part of your strategy?” Konnan: “Let’s see if it works and then
I’ll tell you.”) and destroys Vampiro and Muta, allowing Disqo to put
Juvy on Muta for the pin and the titles.



Rating: D. This was actually one of the better matches tonight until the
screwy finish. That’s the story of the night: something that could be
interesting is ruined by whatever overbooked nonsense that Russo has for
us. At least it might mean we’re done with Vampiro and Muta as anything
important, at least for the time being. That being said, was there any
reason to not have the Animals win the titles last night and cut out a
bunch of extra stuff?

Post break Demon wants Sting in a four corners match along with Muta and
Vampiro. Cat: “Aren’t you supposed to say trick or treat?”

Cruiserweight Title: Elix Skipper vs. Kwee Wee

Skipper is defending and grabs some early rollups for two as Madden
promises to deal with Gene Okerlund later tonight. Kwee Wee grabs a nice
belly to back and stomps away as he’s already going angry. A suplex into
the corner sends Skipper back first into the buckle (that looked good)
but he’s still able to sidestep a charge and send Kwee Wee crashing out
to the floor. Hudson makes sex jokes about Madden as Skipper does the
Matrix move to a big reaction.

The champ gets two each off a dragon suplex and a middle rope cross body
as the fans are way into Skipper here. Kwee Wee tries a suplex but
Skipper kicks his feet to fall backwards, rolling into a DDT. With the
referee conveniently looking away, Skipper loads up a ring, only to get
caught in a Blue Thunder bomb for two. Elix finally gets in a ring shot
to knock Kwee Wee cold and retain the title.

Rating: B-. Well that was a surprise. Sometimes you find a pairing that
just has a good match and that’s exactly what you got here. Kwee Wee is
much more character than anything else but at least he had one good match
to his name here. Skipper is a great option as a high flier, especially
after the division has completely died in the last few months. Match of
the night by far here.

Post match Kwee Wee beats up the referee before settling back down into
his normal self.

Sting vs. Demon vs. Vampiro vs. Great Muta



Officially a four corners match. During the entrances, Madden issues a
challenge to Okerlund for a one on one match. Vampiro and Muta wait on
the apron to start as Sting beats on the Demon. Sting takes Demon down so
the other two come in with Vampiro stomping the mat, only to have Sting
actually sell it. As in there was at least a foot between Vampiro and
Sting but he sold it anyway. Sting fights back, gives Muta a Stinger
splash and puts on the Deathlock. Demon offers to make the save but hits
Vampiro with a kendo stick instead, leaving Muta no choice but to tap.
Nothing match but it was more shenanigans.

Vampiro cleans house with the stick and take Sting away.

Post break Vampiro is about to stab Sting because we haven’t ripped off
Undertaker’s embalming stuff yet.

Kevin Nash vs. Scott Steiner

This is yet another rematch but Nash brings out something in a box. We’ve
got less than five minutes to go in the show as Nash grabs a mic. He’s
seen a lot of Scott Hall signs around here lately and stops for a mostly
non-existent Hall chant. Everywhere he goes, Nash has been asked what
Hall is up to.

That brings him to the box, which contains a Hall cardboard cutout which
says “hey yo.” Nash makes fun of it for wearing an NWO shirt and does a
survey about wanting Hall back. Enough of that though as it’s time to
call out Booker T. Cue the champ but Steiner runs out and blasts Booker
with a pipe. Goldberg pops up on screen, holding Midajah by the hair. He
loads her up for a Jackhammer through a table but the screen cuts off.
Steiner runs to the back to find Midajah through the table to end the
show in another bait and switch.

Overall Rating: F+. So we had a bunch of nothing matches, five title
matches, four title changes (two of which actually took place in a
match), the setup for Goldberg vs. Steiner and a big SHOOT out to open
the show. This was another week with way too much going on because the
idea of just letting stories advance as they would naturally is
unthinkable around here. I’m running out of names to call the same Russo
problems here and I have a feeling that’s going to become an even bigger



problems as we get to even dumber stuff.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of Wrestlemania at Amazon for just $3.99
at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0188BJRGU

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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